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See, Protect,  
and Resolve It All.
Prevent threats at faster speed, 
greater scale, and higher accuracy 
than humanly possible.





Cyber attackers move fast. Fast enough that 1-10-60 has become an obsolete 

model for effective detection, investigation, and response. SentinelOne Singularity 

XDR is the only cybersecurity platform empowering modern enterprises to take 

action in real time against the world’s most sophisticated, machine-speed threats.

Together, we can defeat the cyber attacks of today and tomorrow.

Cheers,

The Future of 
Cybersecurity  
is Autonomous.

Evan Davidson
Vice-President for Asia Pacific & Japan,  
SentinelOne



THIS IS AUTONOMOUS CYBERSECURITY

SentinelOne Is Pushing 
the Boundaries of 
Autonomous Security.
This Is How.
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PATENTED STORYLINE
Empower analysts with the context they need, faster, by automatically 
connecting and correlating events in one illustrative view.

DISTRIBUTED AI
Equip every endpoint and workload—no matter where they are 
—to respond intelligently with powerful static & behavioral AI.

ACTIONABLE XDR
Block and remediate advanced attacks at machine speed 
using cross-platform, enterprise-scale data analytics.
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Smarter, Stronger, 
Faster... Superhuman.
The Next Revolution in Endpoint Security

Signature-based endpoint 
tools fail to detect today’s 
advanced cyber threats, such 
as ransomware, and lack the 
scalability and sustainability 
needed by modern enterprises.

Despite superior detection coverage 
than signature-based solutions, 
most endpoint tools today require 
significant manual intervention by 
analysts, slowing their time-to-
detect and respond.

SentinelOne leverages static 
& behavioral AI models to 
autonomously detect malicious 
behavior, build context, and 
remediate attacks faster—all 
without analyst intervention.

Legacy  
Antivirus

 “Next-Gen”  
Endpoint Security
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The Singularity XDR Platform is designed to maximize 

customer value and help you realize a return on your 

investment faster than the competition. Between 

longer standard data retention periods, autonomous 

attack reconstruction & contextualization with 

Storyline™, and patented 1-click remediation and 

rollback, SentinelOne customers see an average of 

353% ROI over 3 years according to the Forrester Total 

Economic Impact™ (TEI) Study. 

The Return on Revolutionary Tech 
Customers See 353% ROI When Switching From Legacy AV 

353%
ROI
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Highest Score in All Critical Capabilities Use Cases

TYPE A USE CASE

Lean Forward 
Organizations

Highest  
Score

TYPE B USE CASE

Blended Approach 
Organizations

Highest  
Score

TYPE C USE CASE

Prevention Focused 
Organizations

Highest  
Score

Named a Leader. 
2021 Gartner Magic Quadarant for Endpoint Protection Platforms
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4.9

Highest Rated EDR Vendor in Voice 
of the Customer Report for EDR

96% 
Would Recommend 
SentinelOne

SentinelOne is leading the way 
in protecting your endpoints. 
No other XDR, SOAR, UBEA, or 
EPP solution comes close to the 
ease of usability, deep threat 
intelligence engines, dedicated 
SentinelOne team, and support.

CYBERSECURITY ENGINEER 
SERVICES INDUSTRY IN APJ 

30B+ USD

“
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100% Visibility. The XDR Leader. 
th e  te s t 
Two days of emulated APT  
testing in 109 phased steps

th e  re s u lts   
SentinelOne automatically correlated the 
entire test into 9 campaign-level alerts.

SentinelOne Excels Across Major  
Customer KPIs & Delivers Business Value:

Unparalleled 
Visibility
 
SentinelOne leads the pack, 
delivering 100% detection for all 
19 attack steps.

Most Analytics 
Detections  
3 Years Running
SentinelOne offers the highest 
analytic coverage, delivering 108 
of 109 detections.

Real-Time Detection,  
Zero Delays 

SentinelOne detections deliver 
on their promise out of the box, 
in real time, without delay.
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MITRE ATT&CK Evaluation Results
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Detection Without Dependencies
CrowdStrike’s 1-10-60 model is slow to detect, slow to 

investigate, even slower to recover. SentinelOne leverages  

AI—not analyst intervention—to act on malicious activity  

in real time with the fastest recovery on the planet.

Proven Performance Advantage
SentinelOne consistently outperforms CrowdStrike in the MITRE 

Engenuity ATT&CK Evaluation—the industry’s most trusted 3rd 

party test. Every year, the results demonstrate how we make 

analysts more efficient and effective without misses, delays,  

or configuration changes.

No Nickel-and-Diming  
for Data You Need
SentinelOne offers longer EDR data retention than CrowdStrike 

by default, and our patented Storyline™ technology automatically 

correlates and contextualizes your alerts without requiring costly 

professional or managed services.

SentinelOne vs. CrowdStrike
3 Reasons Why Enterprises Choose Us
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Single-Pane Visibility & Control
Today’s SOC analyst doesn’t have the time to manage a 

new console for every added functionality with Trend Micro. 

SentinelOne brings together native endpoint protection, 

detection & response, cloud workload security, and network 

security into one console and lightweight agent.

Putting the “R” in XDR
Don’t stop at just the detection of threats. While Trend Micro is 

limited to rudimentary remediation capabilities that don’t take 

the full kill chain into context, SentinelOne leads the market with 

1-click and automatic remediation and rollback that cleans up 

every step of an attack.

Security That Doesn’t Cost Stability
Trend Micro’s approach to securing Linux introduces new risk 

by running its agent in kernel space, requiring due diligence to 

prevent panics. The Sentinel Agent bypasses these pitfalls with a 

DevOps-friendly approach that operates entirely in user space.

SentinelOne vs. Trend Micro
3 Reasons Why Enterprises Choose Us
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Legacy vs. The Long Run
Since Symantec’s acquisition in 2019, its customers report ongoing 

challenges with coverage of modern threats, maintenance of a console 

not built to scale, and waning support. At SentinelOne, our future-

thinking platform is designed to handle threats as they emerge and is 

backed by a rapidly-growing global support & services team.

Proven Protection Against the Unknown
Like many legacy antivirus vendors, Symantec relies heavily on  

known signatures and cloud lookups, missing advanced threats such 

as fileless and ransomware attacks. SentinelOne’s AI-driven approach 

detects and mitigates even previously-unknown malicious activity.

One Console, One Agent
While Symantec requires you to spend valuable time switching 

between consoles and manually correlating data and remediating 

endpoints, SentinelOne offloads theses tasks with Storyline™ 

technology and patented 1-click remediation—all from  

one easy-to-use console.

SentinelOne vs. Symantec
3 Reasons Why Enterprises Choose Us
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Securing the Best of the Best. 
4,000+ Customers and Counting, Including 4 of the  
Fortune 10 and Hundreds of the Global 2000.

THIS IS SENTINELONE



Learn More at SentinelOne.com

Purpose Built to 
Prevent Tomorrow’s                     
 Threats. Today.


